Business On Earth As It Is In Heaven
Episode #231
Speaker 1:

Ray Edward show, episode 231 an interview with Andy mason.

Speaker 2:

This is Amy Poterfield from the online marketing made easy podcast and you are
listening to the Ray Edward Show. The number one show one how to change the
world and watch your business grow.

Speaker 3:

The Ray Edward Show, live your destiny by design, start, run and grow your own
internet based business and create the life of your dreams. You can do it. This is
the Ray Edward Show.

Speaker 4:

Yes, welcome to the Ray Edward show, I'm feeling better now. The drugs have
kicked in.

Speaker 5:

Oh, that's good.

Speaker 4:

Can you tell?

Speaker 5:

I can tell.

Speaker 4:

I'm different?

Speaker 5:

You're different.

Speaker 4:

I'm just going to live it for people to wonder what drugs I'm talking about.

Speaker 5:

Okay. You let them do that.

Speaker 4:

Could be caffeine. Could be sugar.

Speaker 5:

Could be ---

Speaker 4:

Could be whatever.

Speaker 5:

Whatever.

Speaker 4:

[crosstalk 00:01:05] says more about you than it says about me.

Speaker 5:

That's right.

Speaker 4:

Okay, so today show is kind of a special edition of the Ray Edward show

because it going to be all interview and i'm just going to be honest with you
because I prefer being honest with you.
Speaker 5:

That's first.

Speaker 4:

As opposed to lying to you.

Speaker 5:

Right.

Speaker 4:

It seems impolite to lie.

Speaker 5:

It does.

Speaker 4:

And wrong.

Speaker 5:

Right.

Speaker 4:

I see what you did there. I said, "And wrong, you said right."

Speaker 5:

I totally meant to do that.

Speaker 4:

I thought so.

Speaker 5:

I did it, it was[crosstalk 00:01:36]

Speaker 4:

It's very clever. Symmetrical like a songwriter would do.

Speaker 5:

Right.

Speaker 4:

Again. If you're the kind of person who listens to the show and you wait for the
business stuff and you like fast forward and skip over the God talk? You do not
like the spiritual foundation parts but you like all the other stuff? You're probably
just going to want to skip over this episode.

Speaker 5:

Yes.

Speaker 4:

This is going to be all that stuff.

Speaker 5:

Yes.

Speaker 4:

All the God talk stuff.

Speaker 5:

This morning.

Speaker 4:

How does it relate to your business though? Maybe you don't like hearing all the
spiritual stuff about life in general but maybe you think if it would help my
business.

Speaker 5:

Right.
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Speaker 4:

I might be willing to put up with it if it would help my business. I'd try anything to
help my business, even prayers but even if it comes to that.

Speaker 6:

If it comes to that.

Speaker 4:

For some people, it has come to that.

Speaker 5:

[laughter 00:02:27]

Speaker 4:

Especially as they think about the election.

Speaker 5:

Yes that's true.

Speaker 4:

Its all I'm going to say, I'm not going to say anything else.

Speaker 5:

Yes, that's good. That's good.

Speaker 4:

Our guest today is Andy Mason and you knew Andy long before I knew Andy.

Speaker 5:

Yes I did.

Speaker 4:

How did you guys get to know one another?

Speaker 5:

Andy and I went through the Battle school supernatural institute together. We
were classmates. We were actually in the same sub group in the school. The
school was so big that it had to be broken up in to smaller groups so that you felt
like you were in a community. Otherwise you would just get lost in the numbers.
We were in the same sub group. We got to know each other there and we
developed a friendship and then he started some stuff. I went on second year
and he celebrated. He skipped second year.

Speaker 4:

I didn't know that.

Speaker 5:

Oh yes, he didn't have to. He immeadiatley jumped into being an intern. I don't
know how much of, I think it all public now.

Speaker 4:

Well, it is now.

Speaker 5:

It is now.

Speaker 4:

Its all over the internet now.

Speaker 5:

It wasn't hidden or anything like that. He went straight to being an intern with
Danny Silk and for a while he did some dream coaching stuff and he ---

Speaker 4:

Now, wait a minute. For the people who don't know, Danny Silk is ---

Speaker 5:

Was. He was the family counselling pastor Bible church

Speaker 4:

He's still alive.
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Speaker 5:

He's still alive right.

Speaker 4:

In case you're wondering what that meant.

Speaker 5:

He's just been promoted to a different position. Not at Bethel, he is now kind of
like the, I almost like describe, the father figure of Jesus Culture Sacramento. I
don't actually know what his role is but he is down there helping them out but not
in an official capacity.

Speaker 4:

He is really good at helping people with relationships and ---

Speaker 5:

Oh, yes. His thing is culture Varna and just being able to communicate wisely,
boundaries a lot of stuff that people in the church and in the business world don't
get.

Speaker 4:

That's for sure. Then, the other part I wanted to break down so people would
understand, you mentioned something about Dream Coaching.

Speaker 5:

Right. I was going to explain that a little bit.

Speaker 4:

Okay, go for it.

Speaker 5:

Which was, there is coaching which is the business model of you work with
someone, you ask questions and you help but in accomplish the goals of the
business but --

Speaker 4:

You basically say, "Loser, why didn't you do what you were supposed to?".
That's right

Speaker 5:

You get? Except nicer or maybe not depending on your coaching style. I don't
know but dream coaching was always take the same principle but instead of
looking at just kind of more minute goals that you might have in your life or
business, let's say what are the dreams that you want to accomplish in your life
big and small. You just write them down and then the dream coach helps you
develop a plan to accomplish those. He experimented on me and a bunch of
other people but in that summer so he worked with Danny Silk for a while
developing the dream coaching thing which I believe is still going on but he is
really not doing that anymore.
After doing that for a couple of years, he shifted to what he really was passionate
about which was having a business. Bringing God and the holy spirit and the
kingdom into people businesses. Now he is in charge of thing at Bethel. He's
running with it and it's gaining steam and it's really cool.

Speaker 4:

It's really becoming huge.

Speaker 5:

Right.

Speaker 4:

It would've been great if he would've been part of this interview but our
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scheduling is so crazy.
Speaker 5:

Right. Yeah, right.

Speaker 4:

It's just so nuts that we weren't able to work that out.

Speaker 5:

Yes.

Speaker 4:

It's kind of interesting to hear your perspective on Andy and having a business
and how that is working about because you just told me a bunch of things that
did not turn up in the interview.

Speaker 5:

Oh, well. There you go. There's some back drop. I mean, he's from New
Zealand. They had to go through a whole green card, I don't think they're
citizens, I don't know. They got their green cards so they can work in the states
and stuff now, so --

Speaker 4:

He did tell that crazy story how they got over here so --

Speaker 5:

Right.

Speaker 4:

We should probably skip to the interview.

Speaker 5:

Right.

Speaker 4:

Here is my conversation with Andy Mason.
Who are you how did you get here Andy Mason.

Andy
Mason:

Well, I'm from New Zealand. I was a shepherd, a business consultant, a financier
involved with the local church community. In all those ways, a husband, father , I
still I'm. In 2008, God spoke to us about leaving everything and going to a new
country.

Speaker 4:

Okay, you're in business, you're in finance. You said financier. What does that
mean exactly in New Zealand? What are you doing there?

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

Okay, so, in all in the agricultural field from my perspective.

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

Yes. Absolutely.

Andy
Mason:

First horses and dogs. I did that side of it and then got the whole way through,
yes I have shepherded people which looked like from a finance perspective, we
could have discovered plan action much of which was to go out and help people
define what success was for them. Where are you going with your life? Who are
you? What's important? What's significant? What causes you to come alive?
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Then we would maybe have a plan for to get from where they are to where there
is and then we would find the resources from wherever possible to help them get
there. Exactly what shepherding is.
Speaker 4:

We had this conversation before the interview started about shepherds and
shepherding and I didn't connect how meaningful that really was.

Andy
Mason:

Oh, absolutely because also the shepherd on the horse with dogs with ten
thousand sheep [inaudible 00:07:36] in that sense of the word prior to university
and the like.

Speaker 4:

In 2008 you heard from God. Now that's a strange idea for a lot people like it
could get you a ticket to have a conversation in the white coat in many places.
How did you hear from God? How did that happen?

Andy
Mason:

I have a journal where I would just journal, have time alone or Write down
thoughts and inspired ideas and its amazing how I look back over time over
those things and I'm like, "Oh my gosh, you're not that's smart, how did you come
up with that". I started to realize that some of those inspired thoughts are actually
not me and so I learn all the time that that's God speaking to me. If I go
throughout history, there's many people that He got. Some people acknowledge
it, some don't. My wife and I both had this kind of inner sense that something is
changing but we weren't quite sure what. I tried, maybe it was a promotion. I got
a promotion in my job and that is what is going to take me away from what was
important to us, away from family, away from some of the things we were
involved with and I think that doesn't, that doesn't fit right. Maybe i'm supposed to
do something spiritual like work at a church.
It terrified me to be honest but i thought, maybe I'll have that conversation so I
spoke to my minister at the time and he like, "You're this business guy, I'm not
really sure how you'd fit and there is nothing changing here. " It kind of closed
that door pretty quick. It's not business and it wasn't some spiritual ministry thing
so what else was there? I was really perplexed until I went with a buddy overseas
during some community development and maybe it's not one of the other, maybe
it's a geographic move. Why don't you prior that? That looked like coming home
and writing down on my journal just writing the question down. Is our future in this
location?
Two days later, I'm reading like a kids bible story to my four year old son at the
time. He always picks up the graphic volume adventure stories that everyone
knows, David and Goliath, Samson And Delilah.

Speaker 4:

Of course yes.

Andy
Mason:

Daniel in a lion's den. He doesn't, he picks a different one and it's a Children
Bible Version. I'm [inaudible 00:10:07] what, God would speaks through a
children's Bible. He opens this passage to the story of Abraham and I'm just
reading it to my son. Get out of the country, from your family, from your father
house to the land that I will show you. As I'm reading it, it's like someone
punches me on the chest but not too hard. The California style rather than New
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Zealand style.
Speaker 4:

Got your attention bro.

Andy
Mason:

Oh my gosh, and I'm thinking that must just be me. Two days later we have a
visiting speaker at our session and he opens up this passage, Joshua 1 verse 2,
Now arise. You and the people with you and cross over the Jordan. The context
was the line of limitation that you have set on your self. Into the land of which
can promise. The line of limitation I said I'd never leave New Zealand. I'm like,
oh my gosh! oh my gosh! And a couple of days later, my wife, because there is
no way that we would make any significant decision, not this, on one of us. We
are a married couple. Everything's in common, we're together, nothing hidden.
She's like, "Okay God, you spoke to my husband, what about me ? What are you
saying?". Instantly she has this thought just cross her mind and it's like a
reference. Jeremiah 3 verse 14 and there is a book in the Bible called Jeremiah
and none of us know what that means.
We have to seat down and hunted it out, like where is it? It's [inaudible 00:11:46]
couldn't even say anything significant. It's such a random thought. She opens it
up and start reading and it says, " I will take you, one from the city, two from a
family and I'll lead you to Zion and set shepherds over you according to My heart
who will feed you with knowledge and understanding".

Speaker 4:

Ahh! You've got to be kidding me! That's crazy.

Andy
Mason:

That's crazy. That started this, oh my gosh ! where and when and it's like those
scriptures opened to us now, and where God, where on earth could we even
go? That was this journey of the only place we consider we've been to this
conference and like a leadership conference with this guy Bill Johnson who
spoke and so that was like [inaudible 00:12:37] where is this guy from? That was
pretty awesome. Turns out it was Redding California and it's almost like as we
said that, we had this just deep sense of peace.

Speaker 4:

Freaked out?

Andy
Mason:

Yes. But the sense of peace that's just the thing to do. Two months later, ten
suitcases , four kids aged two, four , six and eight we were winging it from New
Zealand to America clueless about what was next.

Speaker 4:

You ended up in Redding California. Then what happened?

Andy
Mason:

They come here, we hadn't even come to the state. I understand there are some
legal ways to get into the states -

Speaker 4:

You didn't even have that figured out?

Andy
Mason:

No. We find out this like a ministry school. So, God's wanting us to do a ministry
school so i did the come as a student. Here is a thirty five year old at the time
becomes a student again. At this ministry school was I think at that time 800
students aged eighteen to sixty average age probably twenty two.
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Speaker 4:

You fit right in?

Andy
Mason:

Oh, yes. I did this ministry of school for the first year and then just another crazy
set of circumstances got connected with this guy Danny Silk who is like travels
the world, speaks on communication, connection, conflict relationships got
connected with him and started what were doing at the time is what we call
Dream Culture. Which is, if you ever come across Matthew Kelly's book, Dream
Manager. Yes standing dealing with the whole thing of business people and
purpose and stuff to know and engagement. All those things that deals with.
We started to build that inside the stone perfect organisation, and then in
schools, and businesses and so on.

Speaker 4:

You're a student? You're building this dream culture thing and there's , I see this
thread from the very beginning that you had this weird mix of business and
spiritual elements of your life kid of mixing together and leading you through
process and there Redding. Now you are doing something, as far as I know , is
completely unique and is called Heaven in Business. That's the strangest name
and I'm sure it freaks some people out but it's remarkable what's happening. Can
you describe a little bit about what's going on about heaven in business. What
does that even mean? Heaven In Business?

Andy
Mason:

Yes, I mean good question. Yes, the back ground is very love people, love
agriculture, love development, love potential and realizing potential. Really the
goal behind it is not that you just make something better. There's the joy, there is
this celebration, there is this when you've done something really well even you
know I was born of this.

Speaker 4:

Yes.

Andy
Mason:

That's what I live for. That's what motivates me and it's not just a human
emotion. It's actually all through the bible and the life of Christ that's really what it
was about. It's all creation fully alive. I come to this Ministry school and I believe
this. They are like, we believe that everyone knows the scripture had Jesus
prayed, our father in heaven, hello be your name , thy kingdom come, thy will
done on earth as is it in heaven . if it's not I heaven, it shouldn't be on earth.
Which is a very wide blanket statement. What does it look like doing business
from heaven perspective?

Speaker 4:

Mh hmm (affirmative)

Andy
Mason:

If God's a loving father, what does it look like Him. Does He even know anything
about business? you start to find all these things, all these guys in the bible.
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob were agricultural business titans. They partner with God
and everything that plant in a drought and get a hundred fold or ten, they would
dig wells. He would show them where the water was and then we see this
stories of Jesus. Some people think He is some prophet or some business, not
business some spiritual guru. If you look at His life, He worked with everyday
people and modeled what anybody could do in a partnership without an
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authentic loving God who works with Him on a day to day basis.
Christs' corruption reversed, provides resources deals with tax problems and
creates within distribution, manufacturing issues He deals with it. Where they
don't know where resources were, with fish and fishing, He tells them where the
fish are. I see this and I'm like okay, is it possible that this Jesus that came isn't
just excluded to some pauper church ministry but He is the God of all of life .
We just started to experiment and we connect with some local business people
who are hungry to see the same. The more that we started to talk and ask
questions and start to partner with people, the more crazy results we started to
see.
Speaker 4:

Some people when they hear this kind of thing are thinking all this sounds like
prosperity gospel you are using spiritual of stuff to get rich just to further your
nest. I mean do you ever run across that? Do people ever say those kind of
things to you?

Andy
Mason:

Yes, absolutely. I just think prosperity gospel is stupid and so is poverty gospel
.[inaudible 00:18:32] you talk to any business people, they get very fast. Is that
poverty? That's just, absolutely stupid. It doesn't help anybody and neither does
some selfish prosperity. Actually in between the two, there is a mandate. He
gave that to Abraham the father of the faith. God said to him I'll bless you but He
didn't stop there. Its not about you becoming some fat kid with whatever, its
about that in you and you will see that all the families of the earth will be blessed.
Which is really the mandate of business. Any business person gets what this is
about. They say business is a vehicle to benefit people around me.
It's like whatever I got is going to add value and the more that I can add value to
people, the bigger my business will be. If I've got something that adds a lot value
to people and people don't know about it I better contact someone like Ray
Edwards to help me get my message in front of people. The mandate really is,
yes prosperity is not prosperity just without, with no hook. Prosperity has a
purpose to it. When I tell these two things together, then yes, you better believe it
actually the mandate of God is to benefit the planet. Don't limit yourself.

Speaker 4:

It doesn't mean, I think you and I agree on this, it doesn't mean as a business
person what you need to do is to make a bunch of money and then give it all to
the pastor?

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

Oh, [croostalk 00:19:59]

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

this is like giving, this is like expecting the government to fix the social problems

Andy
Mason:

No, no. Yes, it would more faith than what it is to believe in God to expect that to
happen.
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Speaker 4:

Agreed, agreed.

Andy
Mason:

One similar stories one company they, what I'd love to see is they and so we can
across a problem is got that old, if you've seen the comic [inaudible 00:20:33] in
the animated movie Robots.

Speaker 4:

Yes.

Andy
Mason:

I love it. See a need , feel a need. And so this company, it is an invested
company, they came across this need of a particular country in Africa that had a
common problem that is no longer an issue in any western country it is a worm
that causes river blindness and it is ridiculous. Why do we even have this? This
is a tropical disease that should be eradicated.

Speaker 4:

Make me understand this, this worm gets into peoples eyes through water.

Andy
Mason:

I am not entirely sure whether it gets into the gut and affects the eyes that causes
blindness...

Speaker 4:

It causes them to go blind, they cannot see

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

Yes, if you Google river blindness you can see it...it is a tropical disease

Andy
Mason:

...this should be gone, rather than just sitting there, waiting for somebody to do
something got a business approach. They go to the person...the reason they
came across it the patent came off. The particular medicine that kills the worm,
why was someone not doing something about this? This is what they do they
gather,,...find some local buyers which their names is not on it and they start to
fund this medication program because it is a seven year cycle to cure the
disease or the killer worm. So they do that for seven eradicate a worm, and then
they got left over money. So what do they do with it? They perform cataract
surgeries in one two twelve month period thirty thousand people got their sight
back.

Speaker 4:

Thirty thousand people can now see?

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

because of the cataract surgery.

Andy
Mason:

It is a business partnering with other businesses making a positive difference.
And that is business from the kingdom perspective tell me you are doing
something that is advancing good ,that is increasing well breathing is destroying
poverty, that is adding value to people's lives. You are advancing heaven on
earth. so that is really what ....obviously there is a greater deeper level for me
that is realizing the god of all creation is the founding entrepreneur of the
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universe and he is really good at business.
Speaker 4:

[Laughter]

Andy
Mason:

and Jesus first recorded words was that I am about my father's business and
Jesus loves people and he is really good at it. So what if we started to say maybe
I am not there yet maybe am not as powerful as i though but what about if i
invited you. And he is the god of all peace what business people struggle with
stress, anxiety, what if he is the god of all peace is it possible that there is some
really good benefits of him being with me so..we started with local business
people we have an optional tract at the ministry school..they then build business
that is going to look after people and build...the fingerprints of god on it an....there
is a conference we hold a couple of times a year and then an executive retreat
for higher level people

Speaker 4:

And this is, we are not stalking be clear ,we are not talking about putting a fish
sticker in a window or a ministry tract about Jesus on the counter top or, well
there is nothing wrong about that but that is not what we are talking about,

Andy
Mason:

Absolutely not, and that is not the language of business if you have got poverty
on and you want to deal with business the language in business is that I want to
see you doing well. I want to see your family and if that is onlooking am
interested in what drives whatnot motivates you that is the language go into a
business and that expanding you go into ...it is okay , we just believe that god is
with you...he is the god of increase and the god of peace, so we go and partner
with local CEO and ask so an we party with you, so we take business people on
business people j business people we pray with them, manufacturing plants that
is growing that has not even moved yet actually expanding the venue. And
obviously increased business increase cost and overall what is his greatest
problem, what is his greatest need, is I am freaking about this so I need more
customers I need more people more than that. but he feel that it is the right kind
of thing to do, so we party in peace, we pray increase we pray favor. we are just
about to leave an d his phone goes off and his office than there are believers and
followers of Christ and all kinds of people and they know what we are doing,.

Speaker 4:

Laughter

Andy
Mason:

So they say what is going on? And they talk, and they he puts the phone on
speaker phone and it says we have gotten a request to quote a hundred to
twenty five panels per month. It is a manufacturing company that makes tip stuff.

Speaker 4:

Twenty five to a hundred per month

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

I suppose that is good, he looks at me I assume it is good news...

Andy
Mason:

What is that significant? He says here, currently we do three to five per year and
he breaks into this happy type groovy baby. And says I am going to get back to
the office<since most of them know what they have been doing some of them
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say that that is all so god the other half are gonna say that is spooky.
Speaker 4:

It is spooky. But keep doing it because it is working

Andy
Mason:

We are experimenting between this integration of spirituality at my work is just..if
I have to have more of god in me is not about some slope machine in the sky he
is a god that is all overall powerful all perfect, and is like, and he chooses ..if I am
not there and I want the benefits of that it is like not me living my life I am like
what is the culture in heaven? How am I going to ...this culture, because that is
obviously what is the most important to him, how do I treat people? How do I
treat my employees how do I treat my customers how do I do when things go
wrong? How do I deal with failure, and so it is okay if I can do that culture then
we star seeing things happen a culture of hope and expectation. We were just
talking about this when we went ahead, people of hope and joyful expectation of
a better future. So how is that going to do with heaven, Jesus is the hope of
nations and he in him is the hope of somethings getting better, the followers of
Christ, there is hope and that what does it mean to a business person?...if you
have hope you will do this, take risks advance expand ,if you don't have hope,
you will protect, preserve and try to walk...if I want to see cities ,economies and
nations thrive I have to have hope. so how do I get hope...?i am glad you asked,
there is this god of heaven hope into a good place and build the culture of that,
what is my conversation because whatever you speak and repeat that is what
you will you get have I got negative conversation or positive, have I got a
negative attitude or positive? All of these things is that we are building up to
attract culture of heaven

Speaker 4:

And you are working with people in businesses where some of them are christian
believers some of them are not some are not spiritual at all but they are looking
for hope. I mean look at the business section of the store. It is pretty clear people
are looking for answers..

Andy
Mason:

Correct and some of the answers are all about a step one step two step three,
and yes to a degree you produce,, you get more widget that are faster an d more
efficient but you will not have life. So I am looking for that what we cause life. Butt
like as you said one of the moist fun experiences I have had is that we had a guy
from Canada who had a conferences and he said I am kind of a conservative
follower of Christ and I have neither belief system but he says my culture at work
is a culture of chasm. That is interesting and he is an owner, it is a family
business for fifty seven years

Speaker 4:

And it is a culture of profanity ,curse words.

Andy
Mason:

Yes it like what you do and that of the hr and he comes to me and says I am a
skeptic and the only reason I am here is because I did that gallop research poll,
leadership styles and.....says you are an impelling leader or a compelling leader
you area faith kind of leader that people believe in or you are realist? he says I
am a realist..and I thought this is the most extreme somebody has come to
express my leadership style....tell them I want know how you experience this, i
get an email and he sees me on the second day of the conference and says day
1 I did not know have a soul and day three I have fire in my soul I have a
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vision...this level 1 I do not know why I am crying ...the company is going through
a law suit, suing another company..nbut he decides it is not law suits I am not
going to be involved in this
Speaker 4:

That does happen in business Andy?

Andy
Mason:

Come on, you an I have a friend that sort of thing ..i decide to forgive the law suit
an the lawyer forget the situation later

Speaker 4:

And they didn't tell them they had decided it in the room and then the phone
rings.

Andy
Mason:

That is just crazy, in this case this guy goes to his VP of sales and says :Mr VP I
want you to pull out of this law suit and the VP says :are you crazy? There is no
way,,why would we pull our of this law suit..his VP is not of the same culture and
values has got no faith based at all then argues then at the end the guy then
goes to the conference..pulls out the law suit and months later goes into the VP's
office and says you would not believe it we have the best month in the history of
the company. It must be the karma, ..as he say it he picks up the phone and it is
the lawyer the company that we decided to sue and you pulled out have decided
to award you with a check in your favor anyway

[00:33:28]
Speaker 4:

What?

Andy
Mason:

Laughter..those are the kind of thing s that are happening and it doesn't mean
everything is beautiful and perfect but it means he is the God of perfectness for
reason..so that when things are tough I get to walk with him there and when
things are good we need to be grateful fir this results, but I'm not that good, I'm
not really that good.

Speaker 4:

I have my friend Andy that I am telling about the heaven and business
conference and he is a consultant he works at the health sector and he consults
with big organisations ...and he..we were talking about this conference and he
said, I feel I want to go to this business meeting that there is a connection and
...not the best motivation and I encourage him to go and afterwards he called me
and said I don't think I made the connection that I wanted but it was good I felt
good, it was good music and it was fun and that was not the last conference as
there was one after that, so how long has it been?

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

Probably September last year

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

That is crazy..

REP231

Yes, yes, probably in the last couple of week we were talking and he said,
somebody we met at that conference in September connected me with
somebody else and just this week, i signed a consulting contract with one of the
top five consulting industries in the world because I went to that heaven business
conference..

I thought that I missed it ..it didn't work and it was the biggest most significant
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connection in my sometimes when is the next, people are listening to this, but
when is the next coming this is may 2016 when we are having this
conversation..when is the next conference coming?
Andy
Mason:

We are having a couple a year then there is ...face to face conferences on
August 24th to 26th this year the topic is hearing god at work..so I want to learn
is this for real..what does it look like? We have some people that will work this
out that is listening and training how to..but then we have a series of case studies
I have a friend who has a law suit......god helped them, but speaking how to pray
effectively for your ..we just ask them, tell us a story of how you heard God and
not just what happened but how do you practically hear..what is that going to look
like so it is going to be some fun time.

Speaker 6:

So this is not a bunch of sermons and preachy time and just lectures so that you
will get bored this is like practical fun because we are talking to business people
on this broadcasts.

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 6:

I want results

Andy
Mason:

Absolutely, like I said..if you do not see a tangible result in 3 days you can have
your money if you want it but I am absolutely confident if you not only do I get
encouraged ,refreshed but have practical keys that will help me on a day to day
basis in their business.

Speaker 6:

Absolutely, I highly recommend it..and now I want to talk about, I have a privilege
to attend a...yo and your team have put together and I am so excited about it of a
lot of people they may feel like I cannot go to reading California for whatever
reason and this is something new that I believe is going to have a huge impact
especially for people that are thinking's is crazy but I am so desperate now I am
ready to try crazy, tell us about heaven and business online

Andy
Mason:

This has been a wild business journey travelling from new Zealand up and
growing and having the proof of concept we have over b500 stories now of just
what happens when people choose to take this..it is not even a risk you have
nothing to lose you just go home and say I want to hear you and take sometime
to grow and learn with you at my work place .Take sometime and say give me
your secrets, and thoughts and more of anything else I want to know, let your
peace be with em.

Speaker 6:

Yeah

Andy
Mason:

This being a crazy journey..about 12 months ago, it kind of sink in and I had this
situation..and a combination of it I thought that god is going to tell us to move
somewhere and it was a priority and the next though was go online and taking ...i
where we have people say how do I connect in my business life..how do I stay
strong or connect with other like moulded people..that is what we have turned
into an online platform and community.

REP231

I want results...how do I do it? how do I test it how does it work?..
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Speaker 4:

And it is an extraordinary..i am so impressed with how it is growing..a lot of online
ventures like this say we are a community but there is a difference ...and this is
not just a website, it is something more-so where can people find it?

Andy
Mason:

If you go to heaven in business.com you will find ll information there or if you
want to go straight to the online platform you can go to app.com you can find
what you are looking for and jump around

Speaker 4:

If any of this make you thirsty..none of it worked this is worth, just test it. You are
a business person just test it and see if it works

Andy
Mason:

And the other thing is that just posting stories of everyday people at work and just
posting that everyday

Speaker 4:

Laughter. That is for sure, that if I ever need a lift I will read those stories. we
have a link to you Facebook site and website have you written a new book
lately?

Andy
Mason:

I haven't lately, we just blog in, the the next book is going to be on the subject
which we are going to handle in September...to make it, I know for me it is like
that guru, that superbly hears god ...so I can make it easy...

Speaker 4:

Yeah, yeah. I am all bout that. Andy, I know you are a super busy guy, thank you
for taking the time to talk to us some of your stories happening not only in
reading but all around the world, it is happening everywhere.

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

That is right.

Andy
Mason:
Speaker 4:

Thank you.

Speaker 7:

And they are good and Andy was posting about the next round of content..

Speaker 4:

And it is top notch stuff..it is world class production and the price is really cheap, I
mean it is an investment, I think you will be shocked at what you get at that small
investment you should definitely check it out. All right, well, you can get the
transcript of the show by going to rayedwars.com/230,and if you found any
portion of this show beneficial or helpful please give as a review(timeout)

Speaker 7:

Rayedwards.com/231 to get the notes and the transcripts and the links back to
you.

Speaker 4:

Back to me. So if you found the show helpful, please leave us a review in items
and subscribe via the apple podcast app, that helps us to get it to more people
who might find the show helpful.

REP231

Thank you very much.

(MUSIC) so that online community is really sleek and there is a lot of great
teaching and training there
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Speaker 7:

Actually download this show as well, they track that to, you know if you don't
listen, download it. Actually that is not,..

Speaker 4:

What we were just talking about, not lying.(laughter)

Speaker 5:

Thanks for the reminder.

Speaker 4:

We are also on stitcher , you can find us there. Any parting thought?

Speaker 4:

Yes..Think about this what if you could hire the best consultant that ever lived to
fix your business

Speaker 5:

That would be pretty great..

Speaker 4:

Don't you think God would be the best consultant that ever lived?..

Speaker 5:

I see what you are doing there..that is great.

Speaker 4:

You should ask him, you should invite him and you know you don't have to write
him a check

Speaker 5:

Not very big

Speaker 4:

you don't have to write him a check after all. He is just right there. Until next
week, may God continue to bless you and do more for you than you can ask or
can even possibly imagine, peace to your house and to your business.

Speaker 9:

Thank you for listening, this is Ben the Ray Edwards show find the archives for
this week's show at Rayedwards.com/podcast or on itunes, contact ray at
RayEdwards.com.This podcast copyright by RayEdwards international
incorporated all rights reserved. Each week we bring you a message of
prosperity with purpose and freedom and remembering the true freedom is
available to all through Jesus Christ.
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